Abstract In this paper, we assume an insure is allowed to purchase proportional reinsurance and can invest his or her wealth into the financial market where a savings account, stocks and bonds are available. Different from classical optimal investment and reinsurance problem, this paper studies the insurer's long-term investment decision. Under this setting, our model consider the interest risk and the inflation risk. Specifically, we suppose the interest rate follows a stochastic process, while price index is described by a classical model. By solving Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, the closed-form expression of the optimal policy is obtained. Further, we prove the corresponding verification theorem without the usual Lipschitz condition. In the end, numerical examples are made to illustrate the difference of the optimal polices under Ho-lee model and Vasicek model.
Introduction
Economist Merton pioneered in the study of continuous-time portfolio problem (see Merton [13, 14] ). Base on his notable works, a large number of investment problems have been studied, and a series of classical papers have came out. Davis and Norman [5] is about optimal consumption and investment decision for an investor who invests his or her wealth into a bank account and a stock, in addition, in this paper the author also think of the fixed percentage transaction costs. Life-cycle model of consumption and portfolio was considered by Cocco et al. [4] . Kraft* [10] studied the portfolio problem with stochastic volatility. Here we cannot list every important literatures in this area, but these classical papers constitute the cornerstone of the development of continuous-time finance.
Over the past several years, long-term investing strategy has been a hot issue. Many financial gurus advocate that the investor should practise long-term investment. In the famous book Strategic Asset Allocation, campbell also studies the asset allocation decisions for the investor who want to invest in a long term. For an insurance company, it is important to conduct a prudent investment strategy, that is, they not only should diversify risk by investing their money into different assets, but also should practise long-term investment, and our paper is aiming at designing a portfolio for insurance company. Under the setting of long-term investing, inflation is a main risk factor, thus we have to take consumer price index(CPI) into account. Different papers provide different models to describe such risk, Pearson and SUN [16] shows that the inflation follows a " mean-reverting square-root " process, while in Munk et al. [15] and Brennan and Xia [2] the inflation process is given by Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. In our paper, we will choose the second model to characterize the inflation. On the other hand, the interest risk is another important factor we have to focus. In contrast to most classical investment problems, papers in this area assume interest rate follows a stochastic process. Of all papers concern this subject, Korn and Kraft [9] is a classical one. In this instructive paper, a investor invest his or her wealth into a bond and a bank account with stochastic interest rate. Besides, there are some papers also focus on this topic: In Li and Wu [12] stochastic interest rate is given by Cox-Ingersoll-Ross(CIR) model and the volatility of the stock is also a CIR process. Another paper is Kraft [11] , considering all common short rate models and stochastic discount.
No doubt, financial market is abundant and insurance company plays an important role. In recent years, many scholars were devoted to the study of the investment for insurance company. From optimal Mean-Variance problem to maximizing utility function problem, more and more elegant results were made. Bai and Zhang [1] consider the optimal investment and optimal reinsurance for an insurer under the criterion of mean-variance. In Zhang and Siu [19] , the author discuss the problem of optimal proportional reinsurance and investment under the criterion of maximizing utility function on terminal wealth.
As far as I know, however, there are seldom literatures touch on the problem of optimal investment and optimal reinsurance for an insurer under stochastic interest rate. In our paper we consider an insurer invest his or her wealth into financial market in which saving account, stock and bond are available. We aim at maximizing the terminal power utility function. For Ho-lee model and Vasicek model, not only do we obtain the closed-form expression of their optimal policies, but also we compare their result through numerical example. Because in our model Lipschitz condition and growth condition are not satisfied, we prove the verification theorem through a way which is different from the one used in the standard verification theorem.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce models and some assumptions. Section 3 formulate the optimization problem and then by solving HJB equation we obtained optimal strategies for both Ho-lee model and Vasicek model. In section 4, verification theorem was given. Section 5 provides numerical comparison and analysis.
Model and Assumption
Let (Ω, F, F, P) be a complete filtered probability space, where F = {F t } t∈[0,T ] is a right continuous, P-complete filtration to which all of the processes defined below are adapted.
Price index
In this paper, we try to solve a long-term (10 years or more) optimal reinsurance and portfolio choice problem for an insurer. When investing for long-term goals, inflation risk is an important factor that can affect the overall performance of our investment. In economics, the inflation is essentially the sustained increase in the general price level of goods and services over a period of time. In fact, the inflation reflects a reduction of the purchasing power since when the general price level rises, each unit of currency buys fewer goods and services. Therefore, the accumulated inflation can lead to huge shrinkage in the wealth of our investment. A chief measure of the inflation is the inflation rate (the annualized percentage change in a general price index over time).
Recently, many researchers studied the portfolio choice problems under the influence of inflation, see for example: Brennan and Xia [2] , Munk et al. [15] , Pearson and SUN [16] .
As adopted in Munk et al. [15] and Yao et al. [17] , the dynamic of the nominal price index of the consumption good in the economy is modeled by the following stochastic differential equation (SDE for short):
where W 0 (t) is a one dimensional standard Brownian motion, σ 0 (t) is the volatility of the price index, and I(t) is the instantaneous expected inflation rate following an time-dependent OrnsteinUhlenbeck (O-U for short) process
where α(t) describes the long-run mean of the inflation rate, β(t) descries the degree of meanreversion andσ 0 (t) reflects the volatility of the inflation rate. Moreover we suppose that σ 0 (t), α(t), β(t),σ 0 (t) are deterministic and continuous function of time t. In our model, we adopt time-dependent O-U process instead of the one introduced in Munk et al. [15] or Yao et al. [17] .
Financial market
Assume that the financial market considered here consists of three assets: one savings account, one stock and one zero-coupon bond with maturity T 1 > T .
Let B(t) denote the price process of the savings account and assume that the evolution of B(t)
is determined by:
with B(0) = 1. Here, r(t) is short-term interest rate described by
where b is a positive constant and W 1 (t) is a one dimensional standard Brownian motion. As explicit examples introduced in Korn and Kraft [9] , we consider the Ho-Lee model and the Vasicek model, where a(t) is respectively given by a(t) = a(t) + bξ(t) and a(t) = θ(t) −br(t) + bξ(t). The risk premium ξ(t) is assumed to be deterministic and continuous.
Let P (t, T 1 ) denote price process of the zero-coupon bond with maturity T 1 > T . Then from Korn and Kraft [9] , P (t, T 1 ) satisfies the following SDE,
where r(t) is given by (2.4) and ξ(t), σ 1 (t) are deterministic and continuous functions. In what follows, we shall write P (t) instead of P (t, T 1 ) for ease of notation. As shown in Korn and Kraft [9] , the volatilities of the zero-coupon bond for the Ho-Lee model and Vasicek model are given by
In addition, we assume that the dynamics of the stock price is described by
where W 2 (t) is one dimension Brownian motion and σ 2 (t) is deterministic and continuous. Similar to Korn and Kraft [9] , we also split up the drift µ(t) of the stock into a liquidity premium (LP) and a risk premium (RP) :
Let λ(t) denote the risk premium of the stock, i.e. λ(t) := µ(t) − r(t). Thus the price process of the stock can be rewritten as
Surplus process
LetR(t) be the real value of the surplus of the insurance company (the value that exclude the impact of price index and inflation). For simplicity, and without loss of generality, we assume that the dynamics ofR(t) is described by the following diffusion approximation (DA) model(see Grandell [6] ,Zeng and Li [18] .
where {W 3 (t)} is a one dimensional standard Brownian motion, c(t) > 0 and σ 3 (t) are deterministic and continuous. In reality, c(t) and σ 3 (t) can be regarded as the real premium rate of the insurer and the risk of the insurer respectively.
Let u(t) ∈ [0, ∞) be the proportional reinsurance retention level adopted by the insurance company and assume that the safety loading of the insurance company and the reinsurance company is the same. Thus the surplus process of insurance company after adopting the proportional reinsurance is
Contrast to other insurance or reinsurance literatures in which they exclude the impact of price index and inflation, we consider the change of surplus according to the price index. Considering long term case, it is natural as well as proper to take the price index into account, since in a long run insurance company need to adjust the amount of claim and premium according to the change of economic condition. Thus we suppose the insurer's surplus process is given by :
with initial data R(0) = Π(0) R(0), where Π(t) is price index defined in the (2.1).
Finally, we assume the stochastic interest rate, bond price, the price index and the expected inflation rate could be correlated with each other, that is, without loss of generality, we suppose
motion with each other and they are independent of W 1 (t), W 0 (t). Actually this assumption is
proper, since the volatility of claim is not affected by interest rate or price index. For stock, if we suppose the interest rate or price index is correlated with the stock , there will be an additional mixed partial derivative term in HJB equation, but it will not affect the method used in the remainder of the paper.
Wealth process
During the time horizon [0, T ] , T < T 1 , the insurer is allowed to continuously purchase proportional reinsurance and invests all of his (or her) wealth in the financial market. Let the progressively measurable function π 1 (t), π 2 (t) are the proportion of the total wealth invested in the bond and stock respectively. Accordingly, 1 − π 1 (t) − π 2 (t) is the proportion of the total wealth invested in the saving account. If we denote by X(t) the wealth of the investor at time t with
In the previous section, the nominal price of the real consumption good in the economy at time t is denoted by Π(t). The real price of an asset in the economy over a long time is determined by deflating by the price index Π(t). The real wealth process including the impact of the inflation is given by X(t) = X(t) Π(t) . Then by using Ito formula (see Karatzas [8] ), we know X(t) follows :
with the initial value X(0) =
Π(0) = X 0 . For simplicity, let η(t) = ξ(t) − ρσ 0 (t) and still use symbol λ(t) to denote the term λ(t) σ2(t) . Then we have the final form of the wealth process :
Finally the admissible control set is given in the definition below.
are progressively measurable processes, and π 1 (t), π 2 (t) are bounded, and u(t) ≥ 0. Further we denote the set of all admissible strategies by Θ.
Maximizing the expected power utility
In the setting above, the insurer is interested in choosing a portfolio process to maximize the utility function for his (or her) terminal wealth .We assume the insurer's preference can be described by a non-log hyperbolic absolute risk aversion (HARA) utility function
Obviously, we have U > 0 and U ≤ 0. Now we can formulate the optimization problem :
where X π t is the wealth process under strategy π, and the corresponding state process followed :
We define operate:
Hence the following Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (HJB) has to be solved :
Specifically, we can write it explicitly :
where δ > 0 will be specified later.
Let us assume that the HJB equation (3.3) has a classical solution G, which satisfies condition
We get the following candidate for the optimal bond position:
the optimal stock position:
and the candidate for the optimal reinsurance proportion
From the form of the equation above, we conjecture that the solution G has the form :
with g(T, r, I) = 1 for all I and r. After simple calculation we obtain these results :
Plug them into (3.4) lead to another equation for g of the form:
Next we use the ansatz :
with terminal value f (T ) = 1, k(T ) = 0, z(T ) = 0. After simple calculation, we get these results:
where denote ∆ := k(t)r + z(t)I for simplicity. Inserting them into (3.10) and simplification yield:
In the Ho-lee model the drift a(t) of the stochastic interest rate is deterministic and continuous, but because of containing the term r(t), the drift a(t) in the vasicek model is stochastic. We must treat them separately.
Ho-lee model :
In Ho-lee model E.q.(3.12) has the form
We define h(t) := .... in the E.q.(3.13). Thus we have to solve three ordinary differential equation(ODE): 14) lead to k(t) = p(T − t).
which lead to z(t) = −pe
, where H(t) is a primitive of h(t).
Combining (3.9),(3.11) with the solution of (3.16) , we have a candidate for the optimal value :
where k(t) and z(t) is the solution of E.q.(3.14) and E.q.(3.15) respectively, and the corresponding optimal policies :
Note that λ(t), σ 1 (t), σ 2 (t), η(t) are all deterministic and continuous on the time interval [0, T ], therefor π * 1 (t) and π * 2 (t) are deterministic and continuous on [0, T ], thus obviously they are bounded, and explicitly σ 1 (t) = −b(T 1 − t). Further, because c(t) > 0 and σ 2 3 (t) > 0, we have u * (t) > 0, which satisfies the constraint. On the other hand, because of 0 < p < 1, we have V xx < 0, which satisfies the hypothesis ahead.
Vasicek model:
In the Vasicek model, the drift of the stochastic interest rate has the form of a(t) = θ(t) − br(t) + bξ(t), then the E.q.(3.12) is equivalent to
f.
We also define h(t) := .... in the E.q.(3.19). Thus we have to solve three ordinary differential equation(ODE):
22) lead to f (t) = e −p[H(t)−H(T )] , where H(t) is a primitive of h(t).
Combining (3.9),(3.11) with the solution of (3.22) , we have a candidate for the optimal value : 
The same as Ho-lee model, constraints u * (t) > 0, V xx < 0 are satisfied, and λ(t), σ 1 (t), σ 2 (t), η(t)
are all deterministic and continuous on the time interval [0, T ], therefor π * 1 (t) and π * 2 (t) are deterministic and continuous on [0, T ], thus obviously they are bounded. Note in Vasicek model we
Verification theorem
Due to the presence of the production rx and Ix in the state process of (2.10), the usual verification theorem which require Lipschitz condition and linear growth condition are not applicable to our situation, since the wealth process, the stochastic interest rate process and the inflation process have the possibility of unbound. There are some methods can be used to deal with this sort of problem.
In the Korn and Kraft [9] , a suitable verification theorem is given to overcome this difficult. It shows that under linear controlled SDEs, the assumption required in the standard verification can be weaken. In the following, however, we adopt another way of proving the candidates given by (3.17) and (3.23) are optimal for the optimization problem. This method is similar to the one used in Kraft [11] , Li and Wu [12] , and comparing with the method in Korn and Kraft [9] , which is more delicate.
First we have the wealth process under optimal strategy π * (t) = (π *
where we have used the result u (3.18) and (3.24).
We can solve the SDE with initial value X(0) = X 0 to get the following form:
where we let
Note that D 1 (t) is deterministic and continuous on the interval [0, T ], since all parameters including π * 1 (t), π * 2 (t) in the integral are deterministic and continuous. We have the candidate value function under optimal policy :
where
and obviously it is deterministic and continuous.
Remark:
Strictly speaking, Ho-lee model and Vasicek model have different expression in k(t), f (t), optimal strategy π * 2 (t) and volatility σ 1 (t). As we have seen, however, they have the same form of candidate value function G and the same form of wealth process X(t) such that they will have the same derivation, thus in the derivation above, we didn't distinguish the two models in terms of the usage of notation. Now we give two lemma which are very useful in the verification theorem following. The first one aim at Ho-lee model, the other is about vasicek model. Lemma 4.1. In the setting of Ho-lee model, we assume that G and π
given by (3.17) and (3.18) respectively. Then the sequence {G(τ n , X π * τn , I τn , r τn )} n∈N is uniformly integrable for all sequence of stopping times {τ n } n∈N .
Proof. We let X * t := X π * t , according to the form given by (4.4). For every fixed q > 1 we have
At first, combining with the result k(t) = p(T − t) we have From the SDE of the stochastic interest rate dr(t) = a(t)dt + bdW 1 (t) with r(0) = r 0 ,
we finally obtain
Next we consider the term : 9) plug (4.9) into (4.8), then Put these results, (4.7) and (4.11), into (4.5). We get:
For the sum of the stochastic integral above, we construct martingale 12) where D 3 (t) is deterministic and continuous on time interval [0,T], therefore D 3 (t) is bounded. On the other hand, M (t) is a martingale, and specifically,
Finally, due to the optional stopping theorem (Karatzas [8] ), we obtain that for all stopping times
Lemma 4.2. In the setting of Vasicek model, we assume that G and π * (t) = (π Proof. The proof here is similar to lemma 4.1, the difference between the two case is the form of the drift of stochastic interest rate. In Ho-lee model a(t) is deterministic and continuous on interval [0,T], but in Vasicek model the drift is stochastic, explicitly we have a(t) = θ(t) −br(t) + bξ(t).
Now, for simplicity, we only give the key step which is different from lemma 4.1.
Let X * t := X π * t , according to the form given by (4.4), for every fixed q > 1 we have
Combining with the result in (3.22
Note in vasicek model r(t) is described by SDE:
Then by Ito formula we have 
We can see the first exponential term in the left hand of the equation is deterministic and continuous, on the other hand the second exponential term contain an Ito integral of which integrand is deterministic and continuous. The remainder of the proof is similar to lemma 4.1, we can treat them in the same way, so omit it.
We call the strategy which satisfy the lemma 4.1 or lemma 4.2 above having the property U.
We will see this property is very useful, because it allows the interchange of expected value and limit. Further we should note that the theorem 4.3 below is suitable to both the Ho-lee model and the vasicek model.
Before we begin to prove verification theorem, we give some definition which is similar to Kraft [11] . Define :
where Γ r is the range of the stochastic interest rate r, Γ I is the range of the inflation index I.
Again define
and
where the sets Q k are not empty for k ∈ N with k > 1 T =: k. Without loss of generality, we therefore assume k > k. In addition, let θ k be the first exit time of (t, X(t), r(t), I(t)) from Q k .
Note that for k −→ ∞ we have θ k −→ T a.s.
From the definition of stopping time θ k , we know (X t , r t , I t ) is bounded on [0, θ k ]. On the other hand, σ 1 (t), σ 2 (t), σ 0 (t),σ 0 (t), b is deterministic and continuous, hence they are bounded on [0, θ k ].
Therefore, by (3.18) 
Numerical analysis
Now we give some numerical analysis about optimal strategies. For simplicity, we assume the 
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the optimal investment-reinsurance problem under long-term prospective.
At first, we established the model which considered the inflation risk and interest risk. Second under the criterion of maximizing the terminal utility function, we obtained the closed-form expression of the optimal strategy for both Ho-lee model and Vasicek model, and by proving corresponding verification theorem, we know the function we obtained is the value function. We also given numerical illustrations on the optimal control strategies.
